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Shelter and Non-Food Items Cluster Meeting 
Republic of South Sudan 
Thursday, 21 May 2015 

16:00 – 17:30, OPR Room  
DRAFT Minutes of the meeting 

 

Name 
Attendees 

Organization 
Phone Email 

Laura Jones Cluster Coordinator - Ljones@iom.int 

Persiana Kamberaj Cluster co-coordinator 0925022398 persiana_kamberaj@wvi.org  

Ali Balmer LWF 0913167283 Pro.ssd@lwf.org 

Beneth Il. S. LCED 0955114170 Bensux2yk@hotmail.com 

Tot James Gatwech 
Community Aid for 
Development 

0927675528 
Gatwechtot.hailif@plan.internati
onal.org 

Maria Lopez ACTED 0955814832 Maria.lopez@acted.org 

George Papa ACTED - George.papa@acted.org 

Sarah Jackson USAID/OFDA - jubaio@usaid.gov 

Juma Musa Intersos 0921260703 Jumamusa2004@gmail.com 

Jacob Kiza ALDI International 0956087103 southsudan@aldirdc.org 

Davidson Amani ALDI International 0924574817 davidsonamani@aldirdc.org 

Colm Moloney Concern Worldwide 0925033830 Colm.moloney@concern.net 

IMade Anombawa IOM 0920885982 manombawa@iom.int 

Bent Simonson NCA - Bent.simonson@nca.no 

Ngure Muriithi WVI 0922886843 Ngure_muriithi@wvi.org 

Hail Alashawe IOM 0920885915 halashawe@iom.int 

Taka Nakahara Intersos 0920055809 Nfis.south.sudan@intersos.org 

Hlaire Gabriel Intersos 0914901857 
Nfis.jonglei.south.sudan@interso
s.org 

Anna PAradowska PAH 0955371458 Anna.paradowska@pah.org.pl 

Adil Sheraz CRS 0923729542 Adil.sheraz@crs.org 

Ric Hamic SP 0904712678 rhamic@samaritan.org 

Kim Ostram SP 0955243110 kostrum@samaritan.org 

 

1. Welcome brief review of the previous minutes 

 Attendees were welcomed; the previous minutes were reviewed and endorsed. 

2. Brief from the Cluster and Security Update 
 

Security Situation 
Unity State: The recent information is that SPLA has taken Guit, Kuac, Leer, Mayendit and as result all re-

locatable staff have been evacuated. We do not have any official information on where the people are 
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going but the indications are that they are hiding in the bush around towns in Unity and some people are 

crossing into Jonglei.  There are reports of deliberate attacks on civilians. In Bentiu POC there are 6,000 new 

arrivals in the past two weeks. Also 2,700 IDPs were registered  in Bentiu town but mostly single men. A 

small distribution has happened to some IDPs in Ding Ding.  

 

Upper Nile: Recently the alliances have shifted and as result the Shilluk have reportedly joined the SPLA-IO 

and Olony (who was integrated into the SPLA in 2013) has now taken Malakal. There were fighting around 

Melut and staff evacuations are being planned, but still there is no opening of the area yet because of a lack 

of security assurances; SPLA currently is in control of Melut but the understanding is that IO is trying to take 

Paloich. There are reports that people might start moving north but there is no confirmation regarding this.  

 Pagak: UNDSS and UNOCHA access team met with Machar and high level IO officials about what 

happened in Pagak with detaining of THESO staff and occupation of NGO compounds. Apparently 

some people in the area were former military; The feedback from the meeting is that the 

organizations need to be careful about the people they are sending in the field and they should be 

very well prepared to explain the purpose of their visit. It was agreed that if IO sees people that 

have no reason to be in the area, they will inform OCHA and UNDSS and tell the respective 

organization to remove their staff. If the organization does not respond on time, OCHA and DSS will 

fly people out. They are suspicious about radios and thurayas and the advice is to not make calls 

outside of the TOR.   

Jonglei: There are reported clashes in Pajut and Pathai and people are moving further into Uror. Some 

others reported that people are heading through Yuai, Motot or Akobo.  

 
Other updates 

 Rationalization of POC services: The process is ongoing and our Cluster has an average of 1.3 

partners per POC so we are unlikely to get challenged on this.  

 HDC will now be focal point in Mingkaman for the Cluster – Cluster will send contact information. 

 New State Focal Point in Abyei is Mercy Corps – Cluster will send contacts.  

3. HRP mid-year review update 

The mid-year review of the 2015 Humanitarian Response Plan for South Sudan is coming to an end.  

As part of this process, the Cluster held a special Cluster meeting and a Strategic Advisory Group (SAG) to 
agree upon edits to the Cluster’s strategy based on the changing context. The Cluster then requested project 
revisions that took into consideration the narrative changes as well as budget adjustments based on the DHC’s 
formula (as previously communicated). On 20 May, the Cluster held its peer team review (PRT) meeting to go 
through all the revised projects and give recommendations to the SRP partners for additional changes, if any. 
Also during the same meeting the Cluster reviewed its overall targets and decreased them based on the 
Cluster’s current capacity and the current context and challenges.  

The final PRT recommendations were sent last week to each partner and COB today (25 May) is the deadline 
for sending the final revised projects to the Cluster as well as uploading them into OPS. The next steps for the 
SRP mid-year review process will be: 

·         26-27 May 2015: The Cluster reviews and approves the project sheets in OPS 

·         1 June 2015: OPS closes 
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4. Briefing by locations 

Jonglei: 

 Bor: A triple distribution of Food/NFI/WASH started last week and was finalized. 1,406 HHs were 

served with plastic sheeting after needs verification was done by INTERSOS and other humanitarian 

partners.  

 POC in Bor: Distribution of charcoal happened and currently the shelter rehabilitation is in the 

process.  

 Motot: Motot distribution finished and 2,675 HHs were reached. Civilians are moving from Waat 

and Yuai.  

 Toch: 1,592 HHs are meant to be served. MI26 not allowed to land there, the items were taken in 

15-16 rotations and some difficulties were faced with airport services because of the denial of 

sending food and water in IO territory.  

 Waat:  There is an ongoing distribution happening.  

 

Upper Nile: 

 Malakal: The influx has slowed into the POC and Medair/WV has started to do an assessment to see 

if there are reinforcements needed ahead of the rainy season.  

 Melut: Staff is being evacuated due to the recent combat situation. The distributions are pending 

due to security. 

 Manyo County: DRC’s distributions for IDPs here are pending due to security. 

 

Unity: 

 Leer: There is a distribution in progress of standard shelter kits; so far 30 HHs have been served out 

of 100 HHs targeted by Cordaid. 

 Bentiu: 4,662 shelter skeletons have been constructed as of Tuesday (a little over half way mark); 

the relocation will commence by the end of this month. The rains have have started and there are 

issues with security around the perimeter, which has resulted with a lot of problems of theft. 

 Pariyang: SP reached 2,645 HHs with NFIs in Pariang. 

 Mayendit: Plans to distribute standard emergency shelter kits to 150 HHs;  this will be completed by 

May/June 2015 by Cordaid. 

 Kuach, Guit: The distribution is pending due to security.  

 

Central Equatoria: 

 Gumbo-Don Bosco: Assessment completed; distribution of 292 rubber ropes and plastic sheets 

completed, and 536 mosquito nets. The process of distribution is ongoing with new plastic sheeting 

and shelter reinforcements.  

 UN HOUSE: Starting from April there has been an ongoing distribution with a target of over 4000 

households HHs.  The distribution partially completed and is currently on hold due to tensions with 

the community. The process of relocating residents from POC2 to POC3 is underway as well; so far 

279 HHs have been relocated.  


